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   Currently, Rutgers Senior Design, or Capstone, is run primarily through Sakai, offering students an unintuitive option to register their teams and allowing faculty to post capstone-related resources such as past projects and general information. However, while this may be adequate for normal classes which are typically geared towards individual students, Sakai is not compatible for managing group projects- let alone the entirety of Capstone. These limitations become apparent when observing the lack of Capstone-oriented features that Sakai can provide such as an actual dedicated database for Capstone students and teams, and a solid team management tool that involves both advisors and judges and facilitates communication within the team. Furthermore, this process leaves most of the logistical work to Professor Hana Godrich and several other students to be manually managed through several excel spreadsheets, proving both tedious and potentially error-prone. In order to deal with these glaring issues, this Capstone Event Management System serves as a stand-alone web application away from Sakai that will provide students, faculty, and judges with tools that will facilitate the entire Senior Design process for all parties. Specific functionality includes the ability for students to create their own teams, pick their advisors, upload documents, and in the future-place orders for materials to be used in their projects to standardize the entire senior design process. To implement our solution, we used React for our frontend, Spring Boot and MySQL for our backend, and Spring Security and JSON Web Tokens (JWT) for our authentication and security protocols.